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Wi-Fi Speed Spray DramaticalIy Increase Data Throughput
Works with all 802.xx wireless networks! FAST!!!

Item number: 5791782530

Seller of this item? Sign in for your status  Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item
If you are a winner, Sign In for your status.

Sign In
Buyer or seller of this item? Sign in for your status. 

Additional options:
   List an item like this one.

Larger Picture

Starting bid: US $9.95  

Ended: Jul-29-05 13:54:21 
PDT

Start time: Jul-22-05 13:54:21
PDT

History: 0 bids
Item location: Las Vegas, 

Nevada
United States

Ships to: United States
Shipping costs: FREE - US Postal

Service Priority 
Mail® (within 
United States )

 Shipping, payment details and 
return policy

Seller information

spectropolis.com  ( 201 )

Feedback Score: 201
Positive Feedback: 98.1%
Member since Jun-27-99 in United States

Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers
View seller’s other items

Description

Start new search
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Want Faster Data Transfer?
WiFi Speed Spray™  to the rescue!

This revolutionary product enhances the transfer of computer data through the air. You’ll be 
amazed!

Do you live in a polluted environment such as Los Angeles? If so, you’ve probably experienced 
the heartbreak of data transfer slow-down.
WiFi Speed Spray™  can overcome the effects of pollution, increase fidelity, and provide you 
with the fastest wireless data transfer possible.
Compatible with ALL 802.XXx standards! 

It’s a scientific fact. Radio waves become sluggish under a variety of common environmental 
conditions. Besides air pollution, radio waves slow down in noisy environments, at night, and in 
"high emission" areas such as computer rooms, offices that use fluorescent lighting, and even in 
the kitchen (those pesky microwave ovens are to blame!).

 WiFi Speed Spray™  is designed to eliminate these harsh conditions selectively. Only the radio 
wave path is affected. It’s 100% SAFE to use, natural,  no harmful toxic substances, and no

side-effects. It’s so safe, you can even BREATHE it in.

How it works
The patented formula in WiFi Speed 
Spray™  is the result of years of scientific 
research and testing. Simply spray the area 
around your computer. Usually five or six 
sprays is all it takes. As your computer 
sends data, each bit also carries hundreds of 
invisible WiFi Speed Spray™  "scrubbing" 
molecules. It works at the speed of light. and 
even penetrates lead walls (not even 
Superman can do that!).  Within .0025
seconds, the entire path between you and the 

receiver is cleaned, scrubbed, polished, and sanitized. You’ll 
notice the improvement immediately as your productivity 
soars!. 

Wifi Speed Spray™  lasts up to one hour under normal 
conditions. When you notice that things are slowing down, 
just grab your handy WiFi Speed Spray™  and reapply. It’s 
easy! 

Our Customers Love It!
"I really didn’t think it would work, but now I’m a 
believer. I just ordered another case of WiFi Speed 
Spray™ and I recommend it to all of my friends." - 
Ted Smith, New York

"A perfect holiday gift for everyone on your list." - 
Todd Smith, Los Angeles

"It’s an amazing product, and I would not hesitate to 
recommend it to anyone who has a computer or would 
like to have a computer." -Tina Smith, Chicago

"Esto es muy malo. No trabaja. Me engañan!"
-Toraidio Smith, Tijuana

"I can’t believe it. Now my FM radio even sounds 
better!" -Theresa Smith, Miami

"A few sprays, and we’re talking 18 Mps each way! 
Whoah!" -Tim Smith, Seattle

A Dramatization
Don’t take our word on it. Before you decide, get the scientific facts. 

Before using
WiFi Speed Spray™

After  using 
WiFi Speed Spray™
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Actual results may vary.

Still Not Convinced?
Numbers don’t lie!

Order Now!
Winning bidder pays $6.95 2-3 day PRIORITY SHIPPING!

Not available in stores! 

*Disclaimers

WiFi Speed Spray™ is 100% safe, 100% NATURAL NON-TOXIC substance. and is effective when used as directed. Do not use near 
electrical appliances, as any liquid can cause problems in excess. Wi-Fi Speed Spray is the ultimate gift for the geek who has EVERYTHING. 
Contains 99% water, 1% secret ingredient. Bottle and label design subject to change due to availability. Batteries not in cluded, (none 
required).

A product of the U.S.A.
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Shipping Cost Services Available Available to
FREE US Postal Service Priority Mail® United States Only

Will ship to United States.

Shipping insurance
Not offered

Payment methods accepted

 This seller, spectropolis.com, prefers PayPal.

Learn about payment methods.

Where to go next?

 Back to home page   |  Printer friendly page   |   Safe Trading Tips    

Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.
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